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COVERAGE AND RANKING OF JOURNALS: COMPARISON OF SIX DATA SOURCES

Research subject

The coverage of publication and citation databases, especially the much used Web of Science databases, has been analyzed in several bibliometric studies (e.g. Bakkalbasi et al. 2006, Gavel & Iselid 2008, van Leeuwen et al. 2001, Neuhaus et al. 2006). Bibliometric methods are used for research evaluation, analysis of scientific publishing and in university rankings, which are increasingly common as tools of science policy. Hence the coverage of databases is a relevant issue both for bibliometric research community and science policy makers.

The coverage of publication databases is especially relevant in regard to publication output of social sciences and humanities. It is well known that social scientists and humanities scholars publish much of their research as monographs and articles in edited books, and in other languages than English. These publications are less extensively covered by for example Web of Science or Scopus databases. (Archambault & Gagné 2004, Hicks 1999, Hicks 2004, Nederhof 2006). The requirements of research evaluation have generated recent interest in the coverage of data sources of social sciences and humanities literature (Hicks & Wang 2010, 2011, Dassa et al. 2010).

This paper compares the coverage and quality indicators of six data sources for scientific journals in all fields of science. The study is part of the Finnish Publication Forum Project that aims at quality classification of scientific publication channels (journals, series and publishers), following the Norwegian model (Schneider 2009), for the performance based allocation of university funding. The project is funded by the Ministry of Education and Culture and based in the Federation of Finnish Learned Societies. The first part of the paper deals with the coverage of data and the second part with the journal rankings and their correlation with the impact factors.

Methodologies

The material of this study consists of journal data (titles, ISSN numbers, field classifications, quality rankings and impact factors) collected from six sources: the Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science (including the Science Citation Index, the Social Science Citation Index, and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index), the title list of Elsevier’s Scopus, the journal ranking lists produced in Norway, Denmark and Australia, and the European Science Foundation’s The European Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH).

Because of considerable overlap between the sources, an important part of the project has been to combine the journal data from all six sources into one list of unique journals. This has been done in collaboration with the CSC – IT Center for Science that removed the duplicates on basis of the journal titles and ISSN numbers. The result is a list of almost 36,000 unique journals in all fields of science.

Results

Our analysis confirms that Scopus has wider coverage of SSH journals than Web of Science, and that neither of the commercial databases covers this field as well as the national data sources of Norway, Denmark and Australia. Our analysis extends, however, also to the natural and medical sciences.
It should be possible to use the data of 36,000 journals to distinguish between indisputably international journals that appear in all or most sources, and journals of more national readership that appear only on one or two lists. Overall, we find that about one-fifth of all journals appear in all the sources, while around two-fifths of the journals appear only in one source, but there are field specific differences. Web of Science has the smallest proportion of journals that appear on no other list.

In the recent analyses, little attention has been paid to comparison of national journal rankings produced by peer evaluation, or to their correlation with the citation based impact factors. Indeed, the journal ranking data offers yet another avenue for comparison between peer-review and citation analysis (in general: Van Raan 2004, 20, Moed 2005, 229-245). Quality of journals is an important dimension of the journal coverage and the analysis of rankings can bring some interesting results: despite the weaker coverage of SSH journals in general, the Web of Science seems to have the best coverage of the ERIH level A journals.

There is an agreement over higher ranking publication channels in the three national lists in regard to around 1,000 journals that have been ranked on the level 2 or A (including A* in Australia) in all of them. Overall, it is found that an important share of journals given high rank in one national evaluation, or in the European Reference Index for the Humanities, has been considered leading also in the other rankings. We propose to investigate also the field specific differences.

The national rankings show some positive agreement with the citation impact factors: Thomson Reuters’ Journal Impact factor (JIF), and Elsevier’s Source Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP) and Scimago Journal Rank (SJR). It is a constant pattern that in each ranking the group of top level journals has a higher average value than lower level journals. This is unsurprising in case of the natural and medical sciences, but we analyze also the correlations between citation based indicators and the ERIH ranking of humanities journals.
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